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Time-Resolved Laue Diffraction of Deforming Micropillars
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We demonstrate real-time resolved white beam Laue diffraction during compression of micron-sized
focused ion beam milled single crystals Au pillars, revealing the dynamical correlation between microstructure and plasticity. The evolution of the Laue patterns of the Au pillars demonstrates the occurrence
of crystal rotation and strengthening is explained by plasticity starting on a slip system that is
geometrically not predicted but selected because of the character of the preexisting strain gradient.
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It is the ease of dislocation nucleation and propagation,
and the nature of the dislocation multiplication mechanism, that will determine the strength of the metallic
structure; a concept offering several pathways for strengthening. A well-known strengthening mechanism is the introduction of interfaces representing obstacles for
dislocation propagation as is done in polycrystalline aggregates [1,2] or in dislocation pileups against a surface
layer [3]. Strength can also be increased by reducing the
availability of dislocation sources as is observed in small
micron-sized whiskers with a perfect defect free crystalline
structure [4]. Plastic deformation is then characterized by a
very high initial flow stress explained by the lack of
available dislocation sources, followed by an enormous
strain softening due to the sudden high density of dislocations. Strengthening has also been observed when reducing
object dimensions to the micron and submicron scale [5–
12], hereafter referred to as ‘‘smaller is stronger.’’ For
example, in the compression of single crystal micron-sized
pillars synthesized by focused ion beam (FIB) milling, a
drastic increase in yield stress with decreasing pillar diameter has been reported [5–12]. Plastic deformation is
here characterized by individual slip events that are reflected in discrete strain bursts during which the flow stress
does not fall to lower values. This type of strengthening has
been ascribed to a ‘‘starvation’’ of mobile dislocations in
Refs. [5,9,10].
In past work, uniaxial compression of micron-sized
pillars was performed using a nanoindenter outfitted with
a flat-punch indentation tip, a setup specifically developed
to study the ‘‘smaller is stronger’’ trend [5]. Such microcompression testing is performed on pillars that are usually
machined from a bulk material using a FIB. In this geometry one end of the pillar remains part of the bulk material,
while the other is a free surface. Assuming low friction
contact conditions between the indenter and pillar, the
compression axis is expected to rotate unconstrained with
minimal crystal rotation [7,13,14]. Inspection of the resulting stress-strain curves reveals discrete strain bursts, and
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postmortem surface investigations reveal a large scattering
among data with pillars of similar orientation deforming
according to different slip systems, sometimes shearing off
or barrelling [7,10].
In this Letter we demonstrate that real-time resolved
white beam Laue microdiffraction offers to go well beyond
the current measurements, providing the detailed dynamics
of the underlying deformation mechanism and revealing a
different view on the ‘‘smaller is stronger’’ paradigm measured in FIB milled pillars. White beam Laue diffraction
patterns are sensitive to microstructure [15–18], where
continuous streaking of Laue diffraction peaks can be
related to internal strain gradients and discontinuous
streaking to the presence of dislocation walls forming
geometrically necessary boundaries [17,18]. The details
of the in situ microcompression device and Au pillar
sample preparation are given in section A1 of the auxiliary
material [19]. In situ compression of the smaller Au pillars

FIG. 1 (color online). The engineering stress-strain curves
shown are the curves for a 2 m and a 10 m pillar. The arrows
indicate the corresponding Laue patterns taken during compression.
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demonstrates how an ensemble of dislocations selforganizes prior to a strain burst, choosing a geometrically
hard slip system predefined by the initial strain gradient
present in the undeformed pillar. In larger pillars, where the
yield strength is comparable to bulk Au, the influence of
the initial strain gradient is less and slip starts on the
geometrically predicted slip system. Furthermore, in contrast to what was assumed in previous work, plastic deformation is accompanied by crystal rotation for both pillar
diameters.
Figure 1 shows the stress-strain curves of a 2 and 10 m
Au pillar that have been deformed while following the
Laue patterns. The engineering stress-strain values are
calculated as suggested in Ref. [11] and the numbers
indicated on the curve give the corresponding Laue pattern.
The 2 and 10 m Au pillars have the same initial crystallographic orientation, with the compression axis being
 and incoming beam direction 134. The small463
est pillar is deformed until 25% strain and the deformation
curve is characterized by an initial elastic part followed by
rapid strain bursts. Postmortem surface investigation shows
 the 11 1,
 and the 1 1 1
slip traces according to the 111,
slip planes [Fig. 2(a)]. The stress-strain curve of the 10 m
pillar, once unloaded and sequentially reloaded, contains
several small strain bursts and postmortem surface inves slip lines that are uniformly distribtigation shows 11 1
 slip lines at one side
uted all over the pillar and some 111
of the base of the pillar [Fig. 2(b)].
The white beam Laue transmission diffraction pattern
recorded prior to deformation contains five diffraction
spots of sufficient intensity corresponding to the reflections
 1 3 1, and 22
 2.
 All Laue spots of the

 31
 1,
200,
022,
undeformed pillars show continuous streaking indicating
the presence of a strain gradient which for Si has been
ascribed to the FIB synthesis procedure [20]. Upon compression of the 2 m pillar all Laue spots evidence additional continuous streaking until just before the first strain
burst is observed, corresponding to number 20 on the
stress-strain curve. During the first strain bursts the peak
sharpens, and then a satellite peak is formed, which is first
visible at number 25 on the stress-strain curve. Upon

FIG. 2. Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) the 2 m
pillar evidencing three active slip planes and (b) the 10 m
pillar evidencing two active slip systems.
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further loading, this satellite peak moves in discrete steps
along different directions further away from the mother
peak. Such satellite behavior is visible in all peaks. Movies
 2
 and the 022
 reflections are provided in
of the 22
movies A-1 and A-2 of the auxiliary material [19].
The paths of all satellite diffraction peaks during deformation uniquely define a rotation of the crystal. Figure 3(a)
shows, using an inverse pole plot of the primary triangle
 110,
 and the 111
 poles, the evoformed by the 010,
lution of the crystal rotation by plotting the vertical axis in
the reciprocal space of the crystal [21]. The geometrically
predicted slip systems are shown for the primary and
neighboring triangles. For compression geometries where
the crystal is free to rotate, the vertical axis should rotate

 using the 11 101

 slip
towards the line 010-1
10
1



system, whereupon the 11101 1 system is equally acti

vated maintaining the orientation along the 010-1
10
line. However, for the smallest pillar, the crystal rotates
in the opposite direction, continuing towards the line




010-0
11
after having crossed the 010-1
11
line.
During rotation the geometrically resolved shear stress

FIG. 3 (color online). Results obtained from the Laue patterns
taken during deformation of the 2 m pillar. (a) Inverse pole
figure showing crystal rotation via the evolution of the compression axis in the reciprocal space of the pillar. The orientation
before deformation is indicated in red (gray) and the red (gray)
arrow indicates the classical rotation direction. The actual path
direction is given by the arrow in the inset. (b) Satellite peak path

emerging from the 200
peak during deformation with vectors
showing the different directions associated with classical rotation. The indicated numbers correspond with those on the stress 2
 reflection
strain curve in Fig. 1. Intensity distribution of the 22
prior to deformation (c), loaded to 40 MPa (d) and loaded to
77 MPa (e). White lines represent the streaking directions and
black lines the peak path associated with crystal rotation.
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changes, as is determined by the Schmid factors [22]
shown in Fig. A-2 of the auxiliary material [19], which
displays the time evolution of the slip systems of the five
highest Schmid factors.
Figure 3(b) shows the initial intensity distribution of the

200
Laue spot (Laue pattern 1), and the final position of

200
satellite (Laue pattern 35) positioned in one plot
together with the intermediate path indicated by numbers
on the stress-strain curve. Once the satellite has taken off,
different directions can be distinguished in the movement
of the peak. Because of the integration time of the detector
used and the non-negligible readout time (see Ref. [19]) it
is not always possible to uniquely relate the change in the
direction of the Laue spot to a change in slip plane.
However, it is clear that the bursts between 28–29 and
 slip system,
30 –32 can be assigned to the 1 1 1110
while the 29–30 and 32 –33 bursts clearly evidence the
 11
 system.
intermittent activity of the 11 10
 2

Figure 3(c) shows the intensity distribution of the 22
reflection prior to deformation, Fig. 3(d) at 40 MPa when
maximum streaking is achieved (corresponding to point 20
on the deformation curve), and Fig. 3(e) at 77 MPa when
the satellite is formed (Laue pattern 25). On these plots, the
streaking (white lines) directions are shown for particular
slip systems. Following Barabash et al. [18], the streaking
direction for a particular slip system is calculated under the
assumption of an excess population of pure edge dislocations and given by the intersection of the planes perpendicular to the dislocation line and the reciprocal lattice
vector of the corresponding reflection. Also shown (in
black) are the directions of peak movement associated
with classical crystal rotation around a direction perpendicular to the load axis and the normal to the slip plane.
The observed streaking in all indexed peaks can be assigned to the presence of unpaired dislocations with a
 lying in the 111
 slip plane. At the
Burgers vector 01 1
moment of the burst (Laue pattern 20) streaking of the
Laue spot reduces. In other words, upon loading an ensemble of dislocations is formed that will self-organize to a
critical slip process visible by a strain burst, bridging the
gap between individual dislocations and an ensemble of
dislocations preparing for macroscopic plasticity [23].
When the applied load reaches a value of 77 MPa another
large strain burst is observed coinciding with the takeoff of
the satellite peak (Laue pattern 25). The direction the
satellite takes off is situated in between the directions to
 11
 and slip along
be expected for slip along 11 10



1 1 1110, indicating that at this strain the two other
slip systems are already operating. Between the first strain
burst and the formation of the satellite peak, the Laue
streaking reduces further and the final width of the mother
peak is narrower compared to the width prior to loading, demonstrating a partial strain gradient relief in the
pillar.
In situ data for the 10 m pillar is shown in section A2.2
of the auxiliary material [22]. The evolution of the vertical
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axis of the 10 m pillar in the reciprocal space is shown in
the inverse pole figure (see Fig. A-3 in [19]) demonstrating
that the pillar deforms on the geometrically predicted

 slip system resulting in crystal rotation where
11 101
1

 The
the vertical axis rotates towards the line 010-1
10.
anisotropy of the Laue peak reflections before loading

 strain gradient, however compared
evidence a 1110
1 1
to the 2 m pillar the corresponding streaking is far less
pronounced. Upon loading, first isotropic peak broadening


is observed followed by an increase in the 1110
1 1
streaking until an intense subpeak is emitted. The resulting
crystal rotation is along the classical geometrically pre rotation direction. The above observations are
dicted 11 1
confirmed by in situ measurements of two other pillars,
namely, a 1:8 m diameter pillar which deforms similarly
to the 2 m pillar, initially along a hard slip system, and a
4 m diameter pillar that deforms along the geometrically
favorable slip system. Both pillars undergo crystal rotation.
In summary, time-resolved white beam Laue diffraction
performed on 2 m diameter Au pillars synthesized using
FIB demonstrates that plasticity starts on a hard slip system
that is geometrically not predicted, but selected because of
the character of the preexisting strain gradient, and that the
deformation method involves crystal rotation demonstrating different boundary conditions to what currently is
assumed. For the larger Au pillars synthesized by the
same method, slip occurs according to classical geometrical predictions involving unconstrained rotation of the
crystal with respect to the compression axis. Time-resolved
Laue presents a more detailed picture for the ‘‘smaller is
stronger’’ paradigm measured on FIB milled metallic pillars and urges to explore the origin of the preexisting strain
gradient in terms of FIB damage and the boundary conditions of a microcompression test, providing the correct
input for the development of predictive mesoscopic models
[24,25].
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